Reference Guide

A&T Back Office
Setting up A&T Online

It is important to configure Admissions and Transfers v4 (A&T) Online prior to offer day, as applicants may otherwise be given
incorrect or incomplete information. You should ensure that all A&T’s public-facing text is correct, and that the scheduled tasks
that process A&T emails are running as expected.

Checking Online Parameters
The Online Parameters menu is used to configure aspects of A&T Online’s appearance and behaviour. It is accessed via A&T
v4 Back Office | Administration | Online Parameters.
Expand each of the sections and configure them as required. Click a section’s Edit link to edit that section. The sections are:

Website Text

Schedule and Log Import of Online Applications

Displays a drop-down list detailing each of the areas of the
site that have user-definable text. Select each area in turn and
confirm that the text meets your needs.

Enables you to set up a daily import of v4 applications, and
specify a time of day for those applications to be imported.

Public Access

For more information on each text area, see the Website Text
topic of the A&T Back Office Help.

Enables you to define opening and closing dates for the
application portal. To make the portal available indefinitely,
specify a closing date that is several years into the future.

Reminder Email Scheduling
Comprised of the following options:
 Application Submissions Reminder Days: The number
of days before the closing date that One starts emailing
submission reminders to those applicants who have
created an application but not yet submitted it.
 Days After Publicise Date For Offer Email: The number
of days after the publicise date that offer emails are sent.
Set to 0 by default, meaning that emails will be sent on the
publicise date itself.

URLs

 Parent / Carer Response Reminder Days: The number
of days before the response closing date that One starts
emailing applicants who have not yet responded to an offer.

Displays the Application Forms URL and the Education
Website URL. These links are used on all public page footers.

Data Processing Rules

NOTE: Scheduled emails require a System Administrator to set
up specific scheduled tasks in the v4 client. See the Configure
Scheduled Email Tasks topic for more information.

Comprised of two sections:
 Address (Student, Sibling, Application) determines how
One treats imported data if an incoming address does not
match with the corresponding One address.

Display and Email Options

 Suspend Conflicts For enables you to automatically
suspend records that are in conflict for certain students.

Enables you to choose whether to Display Postcode Search,
Include Student Name And DOB In Emails and exclude LAs
or countries from the UK Bases search.
To exclude an LA/country from UK Bases, select Display All
Schools Except Those From from the drop-down menu and
then use the arrows to move the LA/country’s name to the
right-hand list.

Define Version of Online Applications Import
Enables you to choose whether to use the v3 or v4 import
version. You cannot return to v3 once you have used v4.
NOTE: If you schedule daily imports, then One will always use
the v4 import process even if v3 is selected here.
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Configuring Transfer Groups
Some A&T Online display settings are transfer group or sub group-specific. You should complete the configuration process in this
section for each available transfer group.

Add Special Reason Labels and Descriptions

Set Transfer Group Opening Dates and Times

1. Ensure that the special reasons are linked to special
reason codes. For more information on linking special
reasons to codes, see the Configuring Special Reasons
topic of the Setting Up Transfer Groups handbook,
available from www.onepublications.com and My Account.

1. Select a transfer group and then navigate to Process |
Transfer Groups | E-App Settings | Basic Details to
display the Basic Details menu.

2. Select a transfer group and then navigate to Process |
Transfer Groups | Sub Groups to display a list of that
transfer group’s sub groups.

3. Enter a Starting Date, Closing Date and Time and then
click the Save button to confirm your changes.

2. Click the Edit link. Editable fields relating to online
application settings are displayed.

3. Click a sub group’s View Details link to display the sub
group configuration menu.
4. Expand the Special Reasons section to display a list of the
sub group’s special reasons.
5. Click a special reason’s Edit link to display the Special
Reason Label and Description fields for that reason.

Set User-Definable Text
Some of the text that appears on-screen and in emails to
applicants is user-definable. See the Example Email Layouts
section for further information.
1. Select a transfer group and then navigate to Process |
Transfer Groups | E-App Settings | Online Text. The
Online Text menu is displayed.

6. Enter a label and description and then click the Save
button to confirm your changes.

2. Click the Edit link to display the Edit Transfer Group –
E-Application Online Text dialog.

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for all of the sub group’s special
reasons.

3. Select a text block from the drop-down list. For more
information on each text block, see the Configuring
E-Application Settings reference guide, available from
www.onepublications.com and My Account.

Edit Sub Group Specific Memos
Sub group specific memos are displayed when an applicant
selects a receiver from a particular sub group. For more
information on each individual memo, see the Editing Online
Memos topic of the Setting Up Transfer Groups handbook,
available from www.onepublications.com and My Account.
1. Select a transfer group and then navigate to Process |
Transfer Groups | Sub Groups to display a list of that
transfer group’s sub groups.
2. Click a sub group’s View Details link to display the sub
group configuration menu.
3. Expand the Additional Online Parameters section and
click the Edit link to display the Edit Additional Online
Parameter Memo dialog.

4. Enter new text and formatting for the selected text block.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each text block in the list. When
you are finished, click the Save button to confirm your
changes and close the dialog.
NOTE: Welsh local authorities see an additional Choose
Language drop-down menu in the Online Text section,
enabling them to define online text in both English and Welsh.

4. Select a memo from the drop-down menu and enter the
desired memo text into the box. Repeat this step for each
memo you wish to define.
5. Click the Save button to confirm your changes.
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Configuring the Scheduled Email Task
Admissions emails require the PROCESS_ANT_EMAILS scheduled task to be configured in order to run. This task generates
bulk emails (such as offers and reminders to resubmit).

Confirm Email Tasks are Configured

Check Triggers

1. In the v4 Client, select Tools | Administration | Schedule
Task to display the Schedule Task Search dialog.

Confirm that the PROCESS_ANT_EMAILS task will trigger at
the correct time:
1. Double-click on a task to display editable fields relating to
that task.

2. Click the 02. Trigger button to display the task’s trigger
details.
3. Highlight the task’s trigger and then click the Edit button to
display the Trigger dialog .
4. Ensure that the Daily radio button is selected and that the
Recur every field is set to 1.

2. Click the Search button to display a list of current
scheduled tasks.

5. Enter the date and time you want the trigger to start into the
Start field.

3. Confirm that the PROCESS_ANT_EMAILS task is included
in the list.

6. Enter “1 day” into the Repeat task every field.
7. Enter “Indefinitely” into the duration of field.
8. If required, enter an expiry date into the Expire field.

4. If the PROCESS_ANT_EMAILS task is not listed, then
your LA’s One Coordinator should set the task up. If it is not
on the list, untick Enabled above the list, as it might not be
active.
For more information on setting up scheduled tasks see the
v4 Scheduled Tasks technical guide, available from www.
onepublications.com and My Account.
NOTE: The Task Name of the PROCESS_ANT_EMAILS
task may vary. However, the task action for the bulk email
task (viewable by double clicking the task, then clicking the

9. Click the Ok button to confirm your changes.
03.Actions button) is always set to “A&T Emails”.
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Example Email Layouts
This section displays samples of the One emails that have user-definable text, illustrating where in each email the user-defined
text appears.
Text can be added to the following emails:
• Offer Information
• Offer Responses Confirmation
• Reminder to Respond to Offer
• Reminder to Submit Application
• Resubmission Reminder
• Resubmitted Application Confirmation
• Submission Confirmation.

Offer Information

Offer Response Confirmation

Reminder to Respond to Offer

Reminder to Submit Application
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Example Email Layouts
Submission Confirmation

Resubmitted Application Confirmation

Resubmission Reminder
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